Drought characteristics in Catalonia: a spatio-temporal analysis
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Database and Drought Indexes
Drought is one of the principal natural hazards that affects the Mediterranean region. Its frequency has increased
in the last decades, and taking into account climate models, is expected to get worse.
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In order to monitor drought impacts we need indices easy to interpret, from whom we can look into short and
long term drought (to cover meteorological, agricultural and hydrological impacts)
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SPI: Standardised Precipitation
Index(McKee et al 1993)
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Using precipitation grids aggregated at 1,2, 3,…1, 24, 36
and 72 months.
Precipitation PDF adjustment for each pixel ( 1km cell size)
to take into account more accurately spatial climatic
diversity
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DC: Drought Code (Turner, 1972)
Daily precipitation and hourly temperature
and relative humidity (1971-2018). Daily
precipitation (1916-2008)

Gridded dataset (1x1 km): Multilinear
regression of temperature, precipitation
and relative humidity

Using daily precipitation grids and temperature fields at
12UTC at date-1.

Drought Records: more than 100 years
SPI-12 temporal evolution at Catalonia (Jan1916-Mar2018)

% country affected by each SPI-12 hydric regimes (Jan1916-Des2017)
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Time Series of SPI-12 averaged over Catalonia shows a high variability of dry(wet)
periods, red(blue) bars, during 1916-2017. Dry periods seem to be more frequent since 1980’s,
while wet spells were recurring during 1960’s and 1930’s
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Wet/dry periods have
similarities in inland Catalonia
and Pyrenees, while coastal and
pre-coastal regions (strictly
Mediterranean) have more
resemblances. Wet 1930’s and
1960’s where more intense in
the former regions. In general,
the Mediterranean side has
shorter dry/wet spells. Drought
frequency appear to increase in
all regions despite Pyrenees,
where the increase is not so
evident.

HIGH SPATIAL VARIABILITY OF SHORT AND LONG TERM DROUGHTS

The 1916-2017 temporal evolution of %
Catalan territory affected by different hydric
Prepyrenees is the region where droughts periods show a Pyrenees do not show a clear drying of the climate conditions.
regimes shows a clear increase in frequency
clear increasing frequency during the last decades
Major droughts occurred during the 80’s and 90’s.
Spatial and temporal precipitation variability in Catalonia makes that droughts and wet periods and intensity of dry episodes, and a clear
sometimes coexist in a relatively small territory
diminution in intensity and areal coverage of
wet episodes.
Strongest on record

Southern coast has also suffered from severe droughts
conditions during the last decades. Wet periods have
been reduced in duration and intensity.

Northern coast has also suffered from severe droughts
conditions during the last decades. Wet periods have
been reduced in duration and intensity.

Number of records of severe and extraordinary drought

Analyzing the last decades in depth (19712017), big differences are observed in
intensity and duration of dry periods when
comparing different Catalan regions.
Moreover, severe dry and wet episodes can
simultaneously coexist in nearby regions.
This phenomenon highlighted Catalan
climate variability.
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Regional analyses and comparison of severe and extraordinary events reveals a clear
spread in frequency or duration (undetermined with the metric used) of dry spells. While
inland areas is more prone to drought during the 1916-2008 period, coastal and pre-coastal
areas also shows high values of drought thresholds during the 1971-2017 period.

Drought Impacts and DC
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• Standard Precipitation Index (SPI) for different accumulation periods (3, 6, 9, 12 and 24
months) are calculated daily at a high-resolution grid (1 km cell size). Using a precipitation
PDF adjustment for each cell let us obtain high-resolution SPI grids more accurate and
consistent with climatic diversity.
• Temporal evolution of SPI (times series and pics over threshold) shows that dry periods
seem to be more frequent since mid 1980’s. Going in depth in a regional analysis, this
increase is remarkable in all regions except in the Pyrenees. The Pre-Pyrenees shows the
worst drought amplification.
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• The 2004-2008 drought episode has been the worst on record over Catalonia in a century
of data. The last drought episode (2016-2018) is comparable to the most severe ones in the
past. Wet periods have clearly reduced their extension since middle 1980’s.
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• Drought Code index in a daily evolution and composition with climatic percentiles has
shown good skill on monitoring woodlands decay in different recent drought episodes.
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The DC index has also shown good ability on
monitoring drought impacts in woodlands. As
DC values must be misleading when monitoring
several climatic regions, the temporal evolution
at each site is compared with historical daily
percentiles, in order to capture exceptionality
on drought/wet conditions.
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